Poly-adenine-mediated fluorescent spherical nucleic acid probes for live-cell imaging of endogenous tumor-related mRNA.
Identification of tumor-related mRNA in living cells hold great promise for early cancer diagnosis and pathological research. Herein, we present poly-adenine (polyA)-mediated fluorescent spherical nucleic acid (FSNA) probes for intracellular mRNA detection with regulable sensitivities by programmably adjusting the loading density of DNA on gold nano-interface. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) functionalized with polyA-tailed recognition sequences were hybridized to fluorescent "reporter" strands to fabricate fluorescence-quenched FSNA probes. While exposed to target gene, the "reporter" strands were released from FSNA through strand displacement and fluorescence was recovered. With polyA20 tail as the attaching block, the detection limit of FSNA probes was calculated to be 0.31 nM, which is ~55 fold lower than that of thiolated probes without surface density regulation. Quantitative intracellular mRNA detection and imaging could be achieved with polyA-mediated FSNA probes within 2 hours, indicating their application potential in rapid and sensitive intracellular target imaging.